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a card game for two players 
 

© 2014 by Andrew S. Fischer. All Rights Reserved. 
 

In ICIH, you’ll experience all the excitement of professional ice hockey through a deck of 64 cards. 

You’ll be amazed how closely the experience will mirror an actual game. Sometimes you’ll 

effortlessly set up end-to-end plays and at other times you’ll be happy that you’re able to dump the 

puck out of your own end. You’ll shoot from the point and, after some effort, from close-in. On 

defense, sometimes you’ll be able to challenge the puck-carrier and sometimes you won’t. 

Sometimes you’ll have to risk a penalty to stop an opponent’s scoring chance. Blocked shots, 

breakaways, fighting, frustration, momentum, super-saves – they’re all here in Ice Cold Ice Hockey! 
 

Game Components 
 

 64-card Action Deck 

 3 Rink Cards 

 1 Summary Card 

 Rules 
 

The Cards 
  

Ice Cold Ice Hockey contains 64 cards which form the action deck. There are four types: Offensive 

(Pass, Skate, Inside Shot), Defensive, Shot Blocked and Puck Kept In At The Point. 
 

Examples of Offensive Cards: 
 
 

    
 

 
 

 

 

 

PASS 
Into Center Ice  

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 
 

 

                 

 
 

                      

                                                           
 
 
 

OS: SAVE - DEF           

 IS: SAVE - REBOUND                

 

 

 

    
 

SKATE 
 
 

 

                  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                              

 

 

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                          
  

 

OS: SAVE - REBOUND          

 IS: SAVE - OFF                

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

INSIDE SHOT! 

 
     

 

 
 
 

 

OS: GOAL! +3M 

 IS: SAVE - REBOUND                

 

 

 

At the upper left of each card is an icon which shows a section (or sections) of the hockey rink. This 

tells the player who has puck control when the card can be played. In the Pass card above, the 

defensive zone icon means that the card can only be played if you have control of the puck in your 

defensive zone. The Skate card above can be played if you have the puck in your defensive zone or 

at center ice. The icon on the Inside Shot card tells you that you can only play this card when you 

Ice Cold Ice Hockey 
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Across the Blue Line 

V 

#34 

TM 
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have control of the puck in your offensive zone. If there is no rink icon then the card can be 

played when you have puck control in any section of the rink. 

  

The icon just below the rink icon tells you the basic action of the offensive card. The circle with an 

arrow indicates a Pass. The wide vertical arrow is a Skate card. The crosshair icon means it’s an 

Inside Shot card. 
 

In the center of each card you’ll find the main text which reinforces the action of the offensive card. 

(The above texts are: Pass, Skate and Inside Shot!) Underneath this is descriptive flavor-text which 

adds to the enjoyment of the game, much as a play-by-play announcer would provide. 
 

Next, a graphic provides a visual image of the card’s action.  
 

At the lower left are the results of Inside and Outside Shots on goal. To their right are the H/V 

(Home/Visitor) results of “H/V checks” and the card ID#. 
 

At the upper right of each card are icons which tell you the cards which may be played next 

(i.e., on top of this card). If there is no icon at the upper right it means that no card may be played 

on top of it. 
 

Examples of Defensive, Shot Blocked & Puck Kept in Zone Cards: 
 
 

     
 

 

 

MUSCLED OFF 

THE PUCK 

Gain Control 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   OS: WIDE - DEF 

    IS: SAVE - FO                

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I/S 

BLOCKED 

Loose Puck 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OS:SAVE - DEF 

 IS:SAVE - FO             

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

PUCK KEPT IN  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   OS: SAVE - OFF           

    IS: SAVE - DEF                

 

 

  

Again, at the upper left of each card there’s an icon of a section of the hockey rink, which tells the 

player when the card can be played. For example, you can only play the Muscled Off The Puck  

card above if the puck is at center ice (CI). You can only play the Inside Shot Blocked card in your 

defensive zone (DZ). You can only play the Puck Kept In The Zone card when your opponent 

attempts to dump the puck out of his defensive zone, which equals your offensive zone (OZ). 
 

The red “D” just below the rink icon on the Muscled Off The Puck card tells you that it is a 

defensive card. The red square on the I/S Blocked card indicates that it is an Inside Shot blocking 

card. The red triangle is unique to the Puck Kept In The Zone card. 

 

A defensive card (red “D”) can only be played on your opponent’s offensive card if his card 

has a red “D” at its upper right. (See cards #1 and #26 above.) 

H 

#63 

 

V 

#48 

THE ZONE 
 [vs. Dump Outs] 

 

H 

#51 
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The other areas of the cards above function the same as in the offensive cards. 
 

Playing the Game 
 

Face-off:   
 

A face-off always takes place at center ice at the start of each period, and after a goal is scored. 
 

Place the three Rink Cards on the table between the players, forming an overhead view of an ice 

hockey rink. Place a token, disc or coin in (or next to) the center ice section. The location of this 

token (the “puck” from now on) is called the “current zone,” and indicates the section in which the 

puck is located. Each player has a defensive zone (DZ), center ice zone (CI) and an offensive zone 

(OZ). 
 

Shuffle the 64-card action deck and deal five cards to each player, which are arranged to form 

hands which are always hidden from the opponent. Place the remainder of the deck within easy 

reach of both players. Designate one player as the home team and the other as the visitor; there is no 

advantage for either team.  
 

Draw a card from the deck and consult the H/V section to make an H/V check (and start the discard 

pile). If it is an “H” then the home team wins the opening faceoff and has control of the puck. If it’s 

a “V” then the visitor has puck control. The player with the puck is the offensive player.  
 

Offensive Play: 
  

 At center ice, the offensive player has two choices:  
 

 play a valid offensive card 

 discard a card to dump the puck into his offensive zone (“dump-and-chase”) 
 

To play a valid offensive card, it must have the appropriate rink-icon (in this example, the center ice 

rink-icon) or no rink-icon; it must also have a skate or pass icon at the upper left of the card. 

Among the example cards above, he can play only the Skate card (or dump the puck into his OZ; 

see below) since the puck is at center ice.  Let’s say he chooses to play the Skate card above. He 

therefore takes it from his hand, places it face up in the discard pile next to the action deck and says 

“skate across the blue line.” 
 

Offensive Options: 
  

 These will be easily remembered once you are familiar with the game: 
 

Puck-Token’s 

Current Zone 
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Defensive Zone (DZ) Play a Skate or Pass Card 
Dump Puck Out  

to Center Ice 
Dump Puck Out to OZ 

Center Ice (CI) Play a Skate or Pass Card Dump Puck Into OZ - 

Offensive Zone (OZ) Play a Skate or Pass Card Take Outside Shot 
Play I/S Card (on top of a card 

with crosshairs at upper right)  

 

Play a Skate or Pass Card: as noted above, to play a valid card it must have the appropriate rink-

icon or no rink-icon; it must also have a skate or pass icon at the upper left of the card. Important: 

you may never skate or pass backwards, toward your own goal. All puck movement is forward, 
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with the exception of a few cards which pass the puck across the ice. (Therefore, once the puck is in 

your OZ, all of your puck movement stays in your OZ.) 
 

Dump Puck OUT to Center Ice: You must have puck-control in your DZ. Discard any card 

from your hand face-up into the discard pile. Move the puck into CI; your opponent automatically 

gains control of the puck there, and he may play a valid Pass card, a valid Skate card, or dump the 

puck into his OZ. 
 

Dump Puck OUT to Your Offensive Zone: You must have puck-control in your DZ. Do NOT 

discard a card from your hand. Draw the top card from the action deck and consult the H/V 

section. If you are the home team and you draw an “H” (or if you are the visiting team and you 

draw a “V”) then your dump-out is successful and your opponent automatically gains control in 

your OZ (which is also his DZ). Move the puck into your OZ where your opponent automatically 

gains control.  
 

If you draw the wrong letter, then your dump-out went too far, crossed your opponent’s red line and 

an icing infraction is called. A face-off then takes place in your DZ – unless your opponent 

chooses to “touch up” (with his goalie) and waive off the icing, in which case he gains control in 

his DZ.  
 
 

Important: For All H/V Checks 

 

 If the drawn card’s H/V section shows “Penalty 10-40,” then draw the top 
card of the deck and see if the ID# of the card falls within the range 10-40. If 
the ID# falls within the range then a penalty has been called against the 
team (H or V) on the same card; see the Penalty Section below. If no penalty 
is called, play continues normally. 
 

If the drawn card’s H/V section shows the word “Fight,” then a fight has 
broken out. See the Fight! card description in the Momentum section below. 
 

If the drawn card’s H/V section has the word “Offside,” then an offside 
infraction has occurred. Place the puck at center ice; a face-off will take 
place there. 

 
 

Dump Puck INTO Your Offensive Zone: You must have puck-control at Center Ice. Discard any 

card from your hand into the discard pile and move the puck into your OZ. Draw the top card from 

the action deck and consult the H/V section. If you are the home team and you draw an “H” (or if 

you are the visiting team and you draw a “V”) then your “dump and chase” is successful, you gain 

control of the puck in your OZ and may Pass, Skate or take an outside shot. If you draw the wrong 

letter, then your opponent gains control in his DZ and becomes the offensive player. 
 

Take Outside Shot: If you have control of the puck in your OZ and can’t (or don’t want to) play a 

Pass, Skate or Inside Shot card, you must take an outside shot (an O/S). To do this, simply 

announce it; no card is played or discarded. To resolve the shot, simply draw the top card of the 

action deck and consult the OS section at the bottom left. The possible outcomes are explained later 

in these rules. 
 

Play an Inside Shot Card: If you have or gain control of the puck in your OZ or at CI, and then 

play a Pass or Skate card with the crosshairs icon at the upper right (or after you play card #56), you 

can play an Inside Shot card on top of it. To resolve the shot, simply play your I/S card and draw 

the top card of the action deck and consult the IS section at the bottom left. (Exception: cards #39, 

#40. Check for penalty first, if necessary.) The possible outcomes are explained later in these rules. 
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Gaining Control: 
 

Whenever you gain control (after a face-off, loose puck, goalie save or the play of a defensive card, 

for example), you become the offensive player and the options shown in the chart above are 

available to you (depending upon the zone in which you gain control). For example, if your 

opponent takes an outside shot in your DZ and the result is “Save-Def,” then you gain control and 

you may play a Skate or Pass card, dump the puck out to CI, or dump the puck out to your OZ. If 

you play the defensive card #53 and gain puck control you could play a Skate card (only) on top of 

it. Another example: if you play card #56 and steal the puck in your OZ, you gain control and can 

play an I/S card (only) on top of it (after replenishing your hand; see below). 
 

Defensive Play: 
 

Whenever the offensive player plays a card which has a red “D” in the upper right side of the card, 

his opponent may play a defensive card from his hand. The offensive player must allow his 

opponent time to decide if he wants to play a defensive card. To play a valid defensive card, it 

must have a red “D” at its upper left. Also, always follow these three additional rules: 
 

1. If the offensive card which was just played is a Skate card (i.e., it has the 

skate icon at its upper left), then the defensive card must have the rink icon of 

the puck’s current zone (or no rink icon at all) at its upper left.  
 

2. If the offensive card which was just played is a Pass card (i.e., it has the pass 

icon at its upper left), then the defensive card must have the rink icon of the 

puck’s destination zone (or no rink icon at all) at its upper left, unless...  
 

3. …the offensive card which was just played is a Pass card and the defensive 

card’s red “D” also has a black “S.” In this case it must have the rink icon of 

the puck’s current zone at its upper left. (In other words, the two defensive 

Steal the Puck cards function against Pass cards as if they were Skate cards.)  
 

In the example cards above, since the offensive player played a card with a red “D” at its upper 

right (the Skate Across the Blue Line card), his opponent may play a defensive card if he wishes. In 

his example cards above, he can play only the Muscled Off The Puck defensive card, since it alone 

has a center ice rink-icon and a red “D” at its upper left. If he plays the card, he gains control of 

the puck (as stated on the card) at its current location (center ice). If a defensive card is not 

played, only then is the puck-token moved ahead, in this case into the offensive player’s offensive 

zone. Remember, the offensive card played was a Skate, so rule #1 above applies: “puck’s current 

zone.”  
 

Hand Replenishment: 
  

After you play a card from your hand, the very last thing you do is replenish back to five cards. 

This is mandatory. Always resolve all the action before replenishing. If your opponent played a 

defensive card, then you’ll both need to replenish. The player who played the defensive card should 

draw after his opponent does. (See “Momentum” and “Pulling the Goalie” sections below for 

exceptions to replenishment.)  
 

 Set-Ups: 
 

Outside shots (O/S or OS) are low-percentage shots, generally taken from “the points” near your 

opponent’s blue line. On the other hand, inside shots (I/S or IS), normally taken from “the slot” 

close to your opponent’s goalie, are much more likely to score a goal. Throughout the game you’ll 

be trying to set up an I/S – passing, skating and dumping-and-chasing the puck. To do this, you’ll 
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need the appropriate cards. An Inside Shot cannot be attempted without the play of a prior 

card, usually a Pass or Skate card. (For example, you may not play an I/S card immediately after 

gaining control of the puck in your OZ via a favorable dump-and-chase result.) Therefore, you will 

want to retain in your hand Pass and Skate cards which have a crosshairs icon at their upper right. 

After you play one of these cards, you can then play an I/S card on top of it. (Exception: “Save – 

OFF” result. See shot results table below.) 
 

You’ll also want to retain the I/S cards which come your way, subject, of course, to hand-size 

limitations. An I/S card and a Pass or Skate card which allows you to play the I/S card is called a 

two-card set-up. To play ICIH effectively, you need to be on the lookout for these set-ups as you 

play and replenish cards. Eventually you’ll find yourself planning and looking for three-card or 

longer setups. An example of a three-card set-up would be: 
 

Card #1:  a Pass across the blue line from your DZ into CI which allows a Skate to 

be played on it, followed by… 

Card #2:  a Skate from CI into the OZ which allows an I/S to be played on it, 

followed by… 

Card #3:  an I/S card. 
 

If none of the above cards allow the play of a defensive card, then that would be ideal. Call it a 

“natural” set-up. 
 

Momentum: 
 

Ice hockey is an emotional game. After certain events, momentum can shift. In ICIH, these occur as 

follows: 
 

Event Effects 

Goal! Team Scoring the Goal Draws 3 Extra Cards; Face-off at Center Ice 

Super Save! Team Making Super Save Draws 2 Extra Cards; Face-off in This Team’s DZ 

Big Hit! Team Which Played the Big Hit Card Draws 2 Extra Cards; Play Continues 

Cheap Shot 
Play Stops; Victim of the Cheap Shot Card Draws 2 Extra Cards;  

Possible Penalty, Face-off in Current Zone 

Fight! 
Play Stops; Draw Card and Perform ID# Check; Winner of Fight  

Draws 2 Extra Cards; Face-off in Current Zone 

 

Simply draw the extra “bonus” cards during hand replenishment. For example, after you score a 

goal, you replenish to eight cards (instead of the normal five). Important: you do not replenish 

again until your hand has been reduced to four cards during the play of the game. The 

maximum number of cards you can ever hold in your hand is ten. You may choose not to draw 

some or all of these bonus momentum cards to which you are entitled (usually because the end of a 

period is near). 
 

If, as the defensive player, you play a Big Hit! on your opponent or your goalie makes a Super 

Save!, you draw two extra cards.  
 

If you play the Cheap Shot card (a dirty, dastardly deed, not a shot on goal), first check for a 

penalty against your team; see Penalties section below. Your opponent, the victim of the Cheap 

Shot, draws two extra cards. A face-off in the current zone then takes place.  
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If you play the Fight card, play stops, and the top card of the action deck is drawn. If the ID# of the 

card falls within the range of either the Home or Visiting team, then that team wins the fight and 

draws two extra cards. If the ID# doesn’t fall within either team’s range then the fight is a draw and 

neither team gets the +2 momentum bonus. A face-off in the current zone then takes place 

regardless of the fight’s outcome.  
 

In the rare case that you gain momentum when your opponent has more than five cards in hand, he 

must first reduce his hand down to five cards, then you draw extra cards to make up the difference, 

if any. For example, if your opponent has seven cards in hand from his recent momentum bonus 

and you score a goal, he must discard two cards of his choice; then you replenish to six cards. (Your 

normal 5, +3 for the goal, -2 from the opponent’s hand = replenish to 6 cards). Thus, both players 

will never hold more than five cards in hand at the same time. (Exception: If you pull your goalie at 

the end of the game while your opponent has extra cards in his hand due to momentum, you play 

with a 6-card hand and he doesn’t reduce his hand.) 
 

Momentum does not carry over to a new period. 
 

Loose Pucks: 
 

Some defensive cards (as well as the I/S Blocked card shown above) result in a loose puck. While 

defensive cards which state “gain control” result in a turnover (with the player who played the card 

gaining control of the puck and becoming the offensive player), defensive cards which state “loose 

puck” result in a puck that is up for grabs, with neither player gaining immediate puck control. To 

resolve the situation, draw the top card from the action deck and make an H/V check. The home or 

visiting team then gains control in the current zone, depending on whether an “H” or “V” is shown 

on the card, and becomes the offensive player. 
 

Offside and Icing: 
 

For offside infractions, see the boxed “Important: For All H/V Checks” section above. Icing can 

occur after a failed attempt to Dump the Puck OUT to Your OZ; see section above. It can also occur 

via the play of card #3 in order to get two cards during replenishment. 
 

Blocked Shots: 
 

There are two cards in ICIH which are played to block shots – one each for an O/S and I/S. These 

valuable cards simulate a defenseman sacrificing his body to stop a shot on his goalie. Each card is 

played out of turn, as a surprise by the defensive player when his opponent attempts a shot. The 

offensive player must give his opponent enough time to decide if he wants to play the card. 

Normally, you’ll play a Shot Blocked card at your first opportunity. (Just remember that it’s in your 

hand!) They always result in a loose puck. 
 

Shot Results: 
 

The possible O/S and I/S shot-on-goal results are as follows: 

 

Result Effects 

Goal! +3M Team scoring the Goal draws 3 extra cards; face-off at CI. 

Super Save! +2M Team making the Super Save draws 2 extra cards; face-off in this team’s DZ. 

Save - DEF A save is made and the Defensive team gains control of the puck in its DZ. 
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Wide - DEF 
The shot was wide of the net and the Defensive team gains control of the puck 

in its DZ. (No shot on goal is recorded.) 

Save - OFF 

A save is made and the Offensive team gains control of the puck in its OZ. A 

Pass, Skate or Inside Shot card may be played, or an Outside Shot taken. (The 

play of an I/S Shot card directly after a Save - Off result is a special case!) 

Save - FO A save is made and a Face-off takes place in the Defensive team’s DZ.  

Save - REBOUND 
The offensive team immediately gets a rebound shot (i.e., an I/S). Simply draw 

the top card of the deck for the result. 

Hit the Post! Loose puck in the Defensive team’s DZ. (No shot-on-goal is recorded.) 

Hit the X-Bar! 

(Crossbar) 
Loose puck in the Defensive team’s DZ. (No shot-on-goal is recorded.) 

[PPG!] 

(Power-Play Goal) 

If the shot was taken by the team on a power play, the result is “Goal! +3M” 

instead of the normal result. Also see Pulling the Goalie section below. 

[SHG!]  

(Short-Handed Goal) 

If the shot was taken by the team on a power play, the result is “Goal! +3M” 

for the penalized team. Also see Pulling the Goalie section below. 

 

Penalties: 
 

Sometimes the only defensive cards in your hand are those which may result in a penalty (and a 

power play for your opponent). These “possible penalty” cards have a black “P” inside the “D” on 

their cards at their upper left for easy identification, and a whistle graphic as well. Depending upon 

the game situation, you may want to play one of these cards when your opponent plays a Skate or 

Pass card which has the crosshairs at its upper right and can lead to an Inside Shot. Since you don’t 

know if your opponent actually has an I/S card in his hand, he may be bluffing... but there’s a good 

chance he does have one so you’ll probably want to risk the penalty.  
 

Some penalties are easier to spot by the referees than others. Cheap Shot and Slashing are the 

easiest, and this is reflected in the numeric ranges noted on those cards.  
 

To see if a penalty is called after play of a “D-with-a-P” card, first draw the top card from the action 

deck and make an H/V check to determine who has control of the loose puck. Then, using the same 

card, see if the ID# of the card falls within the range of numbers on the “D-with-a-P” card which 

was played. If the ID# falls within the range then a penalty has been called against the player 

who played the “D-with-a-P” card. If the penalized team has control of the puck, then play is 

stopped and a power play takes place. If no penalty is called, play continues normally. 
 

Some H/V checks can also result in a penalty “behind-the-play.” See the “Important: For All H/V 

Checks section” above. If an H/V check shows “Penalty 10-40,” draw the top card of the deck and 

see if the ID# of the card falls within the range 10-40. If the ID# falls within the range then a 

penalty has been called against the team (H or V) on the same card. If the penalized team has 

control of the puck, then play is stopped and a power play takes place. If no penalty is called, play 

continues normally. Multiple penalties are possible; see section below. 
 

If a penalty is called and the team about to go on the power play has puck-control, then play 

continues normally with this player playing with a 6-card hand (instead of the usual 5-card hand) 

until his opponent “touches up” (gains control of the puck). This simulates pulling the goalie 

temporarily for an extra skater during the delayed penalty. (Note that in ICIH this is not the same as 
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pulling a goalie at the end of a game; see below.) As soon as the penalized team gains control, his 

opponent goes on the power play and he must reduce his hand to five cards, if necessary. (Note: if a 

goal is scored with the extra skater on ice, the power play does not take place.)  
 

Power plays are handled simply. Move the puck into the DZ of the penalized team. Then look again 

at the ID# of the same card which was drawn (as outlined above) and resulted in the penalty to 

determine the number of power-play shots on goal. The first digit of the ID# is the number of shots; 

it will almost always be a 1, 2, 3 or 4. Then consult this chart for the type and order of shots: 

 

Number of 

PP Shots  
Type and Order of PP Shots 

1 Inside Shot  

2 Outside Shot, Inside Shot 

3 Outside Shot, Outside Shot, Inside Shot  

4 Outside Shot, Inside Shot, Outside Shot, Inside Shot 

 

No cards are played from the players’ hands during a power play. Instead, the player on the power 

play simply turns over the top card of the action deck for each shot, consulting the appropriate 

section at the lower left of each card. The rest of the result (which follows a hyphen) is ignored 

for all shots except for the last shot of the power play (exception: short-handed goal). If a goal is 

made, then the power play is over and no further shots are taken; perform a face-off at CI (unless a 

major penalty). If a goal is not scored, then play continues normally from the final power play shot-

on-goal’s I/S result. 
 

A shot on goal result with [PPG!] scores a goal for the team on the power play, just as if the 

result were Goal!  Similarly, a shot which results in [SHG!] scores a goal for the other 

(short-handed) team; the power play team then takes any remaining shots, or if none left 

perform a face-off at CI.  
 

Power plays are never truncated due to the end of a period. If there aren’t enough cards for the 

power play team’s shots, lightly shuffle the discards, cut the deck and draw the necessary cards. A 

power play always concludes before the start of the next period (when all cards are thoroughly 

shuffled). 
 

Shot Blocked cards can be played during a power play before a card is drawn to resolve a shot. 
 

If the card drawn for the penalty check after the play of Cheap Shot is in the range #60-64, then it is 

a major penalty. Six shots are taken and multiple goals can be scored. For a major penalty, draw a 

card and consult both the OS and IS results. If a Goal! or [PPG!] appears for either result then a 

goal is scored. Draw three cards total (six shot attempts), and ignore all results following a hyphen 

(but don’t ignore [SHG!]) except for the last card’s I/S. Only one +3M is allowed, no matter how 

many goals are scored. 
 

Multiple Penalties: 
 

Multiple penalties can happen during either of the following:  
 

a) you play a “D-with-a-P” (possible penalty) card from your hand 

(which always results in a loose puck) 

b) an H/V check is made for a behind-the-play penalty  
 

If the card drawn to resolve the H/V check for the loose puck in case a) or the potentially penalized 

team in case b) shows “Penalty 10-40,” first resolve the initial penalty check using this card. Then 
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check for another penalty: draw the top card of the deck and see if the ID# of that card falls within 

the range 10-40. If the ID# falls within the range then a second penalty has been called – against the 

team (H or V) on the same card. This could occur even more than twice; see the chart below for the 

resolution of multiple penalties. 
 

Example: Alan discards a card and dumps the puck from CI into his OZ. He draws the top card 

from the deck and makes an H/V check. The card shows “V” and “Penalty 10-40.” Alan (the 

visiting team) has control but a penalty may be called. The next card atop the deck is flipped and it 

shows “H” and ID #25. Therefore a penalty has been called against the Home team and the visitors 

will get two shots during its power play. However, since card #25 also shows “Penalty 10-40,” 

another card must be flipped to resolve it. Another card is drawn and it shows “V” and ID #16. 

Therefore a penalty has also been called against the Visiting team. Coincidental minors. (If card 

#15 had been drawn, with an “H,” then the home team would have been flagged with two minor 

penalties, which are resolved consecutively.) 

 

Multiple Penalties Situation Resolution 

2 or more minors, single team Resolve each minor penalty consecutively 

Same number of minors for each team 
Coincidental minors; penalties cancel,  

no power play; face-off in current zone 

One team has more minors than the other 
The team with fewer minors called against it goes on 

the power play (use the card with the most shots)  

 

Penalty Shot: 
 

A penalty shot can be awarded when a player is fouled during a scoring opportunity. In ICIH, this 

can occur after card #39 or #40 (an I/S) is played and then a defensive card with a “P” is played on 

it. Draw the top card from the action deck and check its ID#. 
 

If the ID# is 1 to 9 then a penalty shot is awarded. Otherwise, consult the range on the “D-with-a-

P” card which was played to determine if a regular penalty was called.  
 

If a penalty shot is awarded, draw another card from the action deck; an ID# result of 1-25 results 

in a goal. Any other number results in a save by the goalie. If no goal is scored, continue play with 

a face-off in the goalie’s team’s DZ. 
 

End of a Period: 
 

Each of the three periods in ICIH lasts two decks. So, after the action deck is exhausted for the first 

time in a period, shuffle the discards and go through it again. At the end of the second time through 

the deck, the period ends immediately when both players cannot replenish their hands. If an O/S or 

I/S is taken with no cards left in the deck, lightly shuffle the deck and draw a single card to resolve 

the shot. Nothing after a hyphen applies and the period ends. 
 

Players are permitted to count the number of cards remaining in a period.  
 

Shuffle all 64 cards, deal five to each player and have a face-off at center ice to start the next 

period. Momentum does not carry over to a new period. 
 

Defensive Mode: 
 

If your team is ahead by one or more goals, you may choose to dump the puck into your OZ and 

not chase it. If so, merely announce your intention when you have control of the puck at CI.  
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After discarding a card from your hand, don’t make a normal H/V check. Instead, turn the top card 

of the action deck face-up so both players can see it. If it’s a defensive card (red “D”) you may 

choose to take it into your hand. If you do so, then it counts as your replenishment. If you don’t take 

the card, replenish by drawing a second card directly into your hand. In either case, your opponent 

automatically gains control of the puck in his DZ. 
 
 

Important: If the top card of the action deck shows “Offside,””Fight” 
or “Penalty” in the H/V section, place the card in the discard pile and 
resolve these as usual. You must draw another card for your 
replenishment in this case. 

 
 

You cannot use defensive mode if you have extra cards in your hand due to momentum. You may use 

defensive mode if your opponent has pulled his goalie. 
 

Pulling the Goalie: 
 

When setting up for the second half of the third period, count out 15 cards and place a 16th card 

crosswise on top, then place the rest of the deck on top of those cards. When the crosswise card is 

drawn, the player who is behind in the score may “pull the goalie” for a sixth skater.  

 

To do this, you must have control of the puck at CI or in your OZ (or a face-off is about to take 

place in those zones); then you must announce that you’re pulling the goalie. You then play with a 

6-card hand until such time as you announce that you’re putting your goalie back in net; you can 

only do this during a play stoppage. Also, you must put your goalie back in net if you tie the game 

or a face-off takes place in your DZ. 
  
Also, the following effects apply: 

 

A shot on goal result with [PPG!] scores a goal for the team which has pulled its 

goalie (just like a team on a power play). Similarly, a shot which results in [SHG!] 

scores a goal for the other team.  
 

If you play the “Ice the Puck” card (ID #3) against an empty net, you immediately 

draw the top card of the action deck; if the ID# of the card is in the range of 1-9 then 

you score an empty-net goal. If it’s not in that range, an icing occurs and a face-off 

takes place in your DZ as usual. 
 

Similarly, if you attempt to dump the puck out of your DZ into your OZ and fail 

against an empty net, and if the ID# of the H/V-check card is in the range of 1-9 then 

you score an empty-net goal. If you fail, a face-off takes place in your DZ as usual. 
 

If you are playing against an empty net, your Outside Shots are treated as Inside 

Shots.  
 

End of the Game: 
 

When the third period ends, the game might not be over. Players should decide before the start of 

the game what they will do in the event of a tie: 
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Era  Tie-Game Resolution 

Playoff game, all eras 20-minute overtime periods until a goal is scored 

1982-83 and prior Regular season game: ends in tie 

1983-84 to 2004-2005 Regular season game: 5-minute overtime 

2005-2006 to present Regular season game: 5-minute overtime, then shootout 

 

For a 5-minute overtime, shuffle the deck and use only 40 cards; both players use 6-card hands.  
 

If a shootout is necessary, each player alternately draws the top three cards from a reshuffled action 

deck, and they score goals the same way they would if taking penalty shots (i.e., draw a card; an 

ID# result of 1-25 results in a goal). If the number of goals scored per team is tied at the end of the 

six attempts, players alternately keep drawing draw until one player scores and each player has had 

the same number of attempts.  
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Appendix 
 

Special Cards 
 

ID# Type Comments 

#2 Great Pass 
A pass from your DZ into your OZ, although it can be defensed in your DZ by your 

opponent’s red “D”-with-an-“S” card (or in your OZ with other red “D” cards). 

#3 Ice the Puck 
Playing it results in a face-off in your DZ. You may discard a card from your hand 

before replenishing; therefore you’ll draw two new cards. 

#4 
Breakaway 

(Pass) 

An outlet pass from your DZ sends a teammate into your OZ with an I/S in mind. Only 

defensive cards with a “P” inside the “D” can stop it (in your OZ) and they may result 

in a penalty. 

#8, 13, 17 
Pass Across 

the Ice 

Although you don’t advance the puck, you do buy time in the hope of drawing a card 

you need. 

#21 
Breakaway 

(Skate) 

One of your players is about to break out alone from your DZ into your OZ with an I/S 

or pass in mind. Only two defensive cards can stop it (Slashing, Cheap Shot – in your 

DZ – since you’re playing a Skate card) and they may result in a penalty. 

#39, 40 Inside Shot 
The only I/S cards that can be defensed (with a “D”-with-a-“P” card). If a penalty is 

called, it may result in a penalty shot for the offensive player. 

#42, 43 Big Hit! A defensive card which gives momentum (2 extra cards) to the player who plays it. 

#44 Cheap Shot 

A dirty defensive move which stops play, may result in a minor or major penalty, 

adds +2M to the victim’s hand, and is followed by a face-off in the puck’s current 

zone. 

#46, 47, 54 
Minor 

Penalties 

“D”-with-a-“P” cards. Defensive cards that result in a loose puck and may result in a 

penalty.  

#48 
Puck Kept In 

at the Point 

Play after your opponent dumps (or attempts to dump) the puck out of his DZ. You 

automatically gain control of the puck in his DZ (your OZ). 

#49, 56 
“Steal the 

Puck!” 

“D”-with-an-“S” cards. These defensive cards intercept an opponent’s pass in its zone 

of origin. (Other “D” cards do so in a pass’ zone of destination). They can be played 

on Skate cards normally. Card #56 leads directly to an Inside Shot card. 

#50 
Muscled Off 

the Puck 

A defensive card can be played by your opponent immediately after (on top of) this 

defensive card. They’re fighting for the puck. 

#57 Slashing 
One of only two D”-with-a-“P” cards that can be played anywhere on the ice. (The 

other is Cheap Shot.) Results in a loose puck and may result in a minor penalty. 

#62 O/S Blocked 
Play immediately after your opponent declares that he’s taking an outside shot. No shot 

result card is drawn. Loose puck. 

#63 I/S Blocked 
Play immediately after your opponent’s inside shot card. No shot result card is drawn. 

Loose puck. 

#64 Fight! 

A defensive card which results in coincidental majors, so no penalties. The team that 

wins the fight (via an ID# check) gets 2 extra cards, or it could be a draw and no one 

gains momentum. Followed by a face-off in the puck’s current zone. 
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Anatomy of a Card: 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   
 

SKATE 
 
 

 

                  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                                                                              

 

 

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                
 OS: SAVE - REBOUND          

 IS: SAVE - OFF                

 

 

 

  

V 

#26 

 

Across the Blue Line 

Rink icon: you can 
only play this card if 
you control the puck 
in a zone shown. If 
no icon, you can 
play the card in any 
zone. 

Basic action of the 
card; in this case, 
skate. (Other actions: 
pass, inside shot, 
defense, blocked O/S 
shot, blocked I/S shot, 
puck kept in zone.) 
 

The only types of 
actions which can be 
played immediately 
after (on top of) this 
card. If nothing here, a 
loose puck or face-off 
takes place. 

The action’s main text 
and flavor text. 

Graphic of the action. 

Outside shot (OS) 
and Inside shot (IS) 
results. 
 

“H/V check” result. Card ID#. 

(The red “D” means a 
defensive card may 
be played next [on 
top] of this card.) 

“Offiside,” “Penalty” or 
“Fight” may appear 
here. 
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Examples of Play: 

 

Example 1. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2. 

 

Alan holds the above cards and has just won the game’s opening face-off via an H/V check. He’s therefore on 
offense and has three choices. He can play card #12, play card #15, or discard a card to advance the puck into 
his OZ and try to gain control of it (dump-and-chase). He can’t play the two defensive cards at left since he’s the 
offensive player. He can’t play the Skate card at right since it can only be played in his DZ. Since he likes all his 
cards he won’t dump-and-chase. Since he wants to keep card #12 until he obtains an Inside Shot card, he 
chooses to play card #15, since even if his opponent plays a defensive card on it (if he has one in his hand) the 
puck will still likely be advanced into Alan’s OZ via his pass. 

 

Bob holds the three defensive cards above in his hand. He’d love to play the Big Hit! card, since it would gain 
him two extra cards, but unfortunately it is only playable if the puck is in Bob’s OZ or at CI. He could play the 
Holding card in his own DZ (the destination zone of Alan’s pass), but he doesn’t want to risk a penalty this 
early in the game. He’d prefer to save his Poke Check card for use in his OZ, but instead chooses to play it 
now. Since it’s a “D-with-an-S” card (stealing the puck), it is played at CI (the originating zone of the pass), 
not in Bob’s DZ (where it couldn’t be played, anyway, since the there is no DZ rink icon on the card). Bob 
therefore gains control of the puck at CI, and both players replenish their hands back to five cards. Bob may 
now play a Skate or Pass card on top of the Pickpocket card, since it has both icons at its upper right.  

 

Alan holds these two cards and three other cards in his hand at the start of the second period. He wins the 
face-off, discards one of the other cards and dumps the puck into his OZ. If he wins the chase and gains 
control, he’ll play card #20, replenish, then play card #33 for an Inside Shot.  
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Example 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Later in the game, Alan has puck control in his DZ and plays card #2 above.  

 

Among other cards, Bob holds these in hand, and has choices. He could play card #56 (since it’s a “D-with-an-
S” card) in the puck’s zone of origin, his OZ, and steal the puck. Instead, he could let the pass be completed 
and play card #45 in his DZ. He’d prefer to play card #56, since he’d have possession of the puck in his OZ 
(farther away from his goalie); if he had an Inside Shot card in his hand it would be a no-brainer, since card #56 
allows an I/S to be played next. However, Bob doesn’t have an I/S card in his hand. He might get lucky and 
draw one during replenishment, but the odds are against it and he doesn’t want to use #56 until he gets that I/S 
card in hand.  
 

If he plays card #45, the puck will move to his DZ and he only has a 50 percent chance of gaining control of the 
loose puck which follows the body check. If he had a defensive card which automatically gave him puck 
control, it’d be a no-brainer – he’d play that card.  
 
Bob’s final choice is to play neither defensive card. Since card #2 doesn’t lead directly to an Inside Shot, he will 
let the pass be completed in his DZ, take his chances and hope that Alan plays either a second card which will 
allow the play of Bob’s body check card, or that Alan lacks an offensive card which leads to an Inside Shot and 
will be forced to settle for a low percentage Outside Shot.  
 
A tough decision. Will it be the right one…? 
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Strategy and Tactics: 
 

Look for set-ups! Once you have one (for example, an OZ pass which allows an I/S shot), a common ploy is to dump 
the puck into your OZ from CI. If you have a successful H/V check, you simply play the pass card and then the I/S 
card. See Example 2 above. 
 

Replace a good card in your hand with a better card. An offensive card which can be played in two rink zones is 
better than a card which can be played in only one zone. A defensive card which gains control is better than one that 
results in a loose puck. 
 

The I/S Blocked card is one of the most valuable in the game. It can cripple your opponent’s morale after he spends 
half the period setting up an I/S, only to have it negated. 
 

The two Breakaway cards can be devastating, and they almost force you to keep a “D”-with-a-“P” card in your hand 
to counter them.  
 
Card #43, the Big Hit! playable anywhere on the ice, is a momentum changer. 
 

Watch for important cards. If, for example, the two Breakaway cards are played early in the deck, holding penalty 
cards becomes less important. Also, if a lot of Inside Shot cards have appeared you may want to take more Outside 
Shots than usual. Ditto if you notice that a lot of I/S Shot results of Goal! have gone by. 
 

If you notice that neither of the Outside Shot cards which result in a goal have appeared, your chances of scoring a 
goal on an O/S improve. 
 

If you have multiple Inside Shot cards in your hand, discarding one will alert your opponent that you have at least 
one left. On the other hand, it will also hurt his morale if he’s behind in the score. 
 

Normally, only play a “D-with-a-P” card if you have no other defensive card and your opponent’s card allows the play 
of an Inside Shot card. 
 

If you’re ahead by two or more goals very late in the game, you may want to have some fun and annoy your 
opponent by taking a Cheap Shot or starting a Fight. Conversely, if you’re trailing in the third period, you might want 
to shake things up a bit by starting a Fight and going for the two extra cards if you win. 
 

When you gain control in your DZ and have no valid Pass or Skate card, you’ll normally choose to dump the puck out 
of your DZ into CI, rather than into your OZ. Why? Because if you choose the latter and fail the H/V check, a face-off 
will take place in your DZ. Since you don’t discard a card from your hand when dumping from your DZ into your OZ, 
if you win the faceoff then you still won’t have a valid Pass or Skate card in your hand; you’ll be right back where you 
started. If you lose the face-off, then your opponent will get an Outside Shot, at minimum.  
 

However, dumping from your DZ to your OZ is worth trying when you hold defensive cards that can be played in your 
OZ and/or CI and a set-up, as well. If your opponent plays a Pass or Skate card from his DZ which allows the play of 
your defensive card, you can get an Inside Shot. An especially good ploy in this regard is the “D”-with-an-“S” card 
(#56) that leads to an Inside Shot (plus an I/S card, of course). 
 

When you are ahead by two goals in the third period, you may want to fast-play and burn through the deck. One way 
to do this is to save and play cards which advance the puck from your DZ to CI, then dump-and-chase into your OZ. 
 

Use “defensive mode” when you’re protecting a lead and need some defensive cards in your hand. You’ll take fewer 
shots but burn time, and if your opponent sees you pick up good defensive cards he’ll tend to dump-and-chase more 
often and favor outside shots over inside shots. 
 

Consider playing the Cheap Shot card when you’re way ahead or hopelessly behind. It’s fun! 
 
 


